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We write minimal Veneziano representations, normalized to the t-channel p poles,
for the & p+ r p and ~ A&+ 7r A~+ invariant amplitudes relevant to the Adler-Weis-
berger theorem. Using these amplitudes and the results of other authors for r 7t. + and
r K, we find that the Adler-Weisberger theorem is satisfied for r m', r K+, 7t p+,
and r A~ elastic scattering if the p~7t, pKK, ppp, and pAA. charge couplings all have
the same (universal) value.

Resonance-saturated and nearby Regge-pole-dominated "bootstrap" studies" led Veneziano' to pro-
pose a simple expression for relativistic scattering amplitudes. Predictably, the Veneziano represen-
tation has been successful largely in the region from threshold through the first one or two resonances
in each channel. One prominent type of application has been the no-satellite Veneziano expression for
spinless meson scattering which, supplemented by the Adler partially conserved axial-vector current
(PCAC) consistency condition, predicts scattering lengths and mass and coupling relations in agree-
ment with chiral symmetric and/or experimental results. We are encouraged, despite complications
present when more than one external particle has nonzero spin, to investigate simple Veneziano pre-
scriptions for kinematically more complicated processes in the low-energy region. Of special inter-
est are the restrictions imposed by the Adler consistency condition and the Adler-Weisberger (A-W)
low-energy theorem. '

We discuss here the m p' and m A.,' elastic-scattering cases, concentrating on the invariant ampli-
tude' D(s, t,u) relevant to the low-energy theorem. The simplest Veneziano expression consistent with

conservation laws, properties of well-established particles, and the Adler PCAC condition' is written
down. It is found that the A-W theorem is satisfied for ~ g, w K', z p', and m A, ' if the pmz, pEE,
ppp, and pAA charge couplings" have the same value, as required by the p universality of gauge-field
theory. " Under the PCAC and charge-algebra requirements, the universal p coupling is directly re-
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lated to the universality of the trajectory slope in the Veneziano model, as conjectured by Kawaraba-
yashi, Kitakado, and Yabuki.

The Veneziano representation of invariant amplitudes plays a particularly important part in the mA,

case. There the equality of the pAA and pmm charge couplings follows only if Gz =0, "'"which is one
of two solutions for Gs /G~ required by consistency between p-normalized minimal Veneziano repre-
sentations for 7j. z'-z A, '" and p Ay+ 7T Ay scattering.

Before taking up the pA, and zp cases, we shall briefly present the results from z z' and m E' scat-
tering to establish the role played by the t-'channel p-pole normalization requirement.

The A-W theorems for 7t m' and 7t K' read

2 2E, 1 d T''(k„vt=0)
1 "2Edko T (k,ov, t= 0), og,

The one-term Veneziano forms for T " and T' are'

, I"(I-n, (t))r(l -n, (s))
r(1—n p(t)-n, (s))

and

1(1-n,(t))r(l-n .(s))
I'(1—n (t) —n~. (s))

(2b)

respectively. As usual the trajectories are assumed to be real and linear, i.e., n(x) = n'x+ n(0). In
writing Eq. (2), it is assumed that no u-channel (exotic) resonances exist. The vanishing of the ampli-
tudes at the Adler limits is assured by the approximately satisfied trajectory conditions 2n~(p, ') = 1
and n (p.')+ n~*(m~') = 1. The amplitudes have been normalized by matching the p pole in the t channel
with the respective Born terms. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), and invoking the equality of the slopes of
the p and K* trajectories, we obtain""

1 1 22m

which gives the equality f~„=f&z common to both SU(3) and universal p coupling. In other words, the
coupling relation is determined only by the isospin factors, the derivatives at k, = 0 of the combina-
tions of gamma functions in Eqs. (2a) and (2b) being the same, namely -wn'.

Considering now the mp and mA, cases, we shall first discuss the features essential in prescribing
minimal Veneziano forms for the invariant amplitudes.

The Adler consistency conditions for pion scattering from a spin-1 target of mass mz are

A (m r ', p', m r ') —C (m z ', p. ', m r') = 0,

and

D(mr', p', mr') =0.

(4a)

(4b)

Considering mp specifically for a moment, we note that the normal-parity ~ trajectory contribution
should vanish trivially in (4b),"as well as in the limit s =u = mr', t = 0. It is crucial that this kine-
matical threshold suppression be properly included, since the e pole appears at the soft-pion points
for degenerate p-co masses. We therefore treat the ~ contribution to D on a separate footing" and put
in the threshold factor by requiring that the co pole in the s channel has the perturbation-theory resi-
due, which includes the correct P-wave i P, i threshold dependence. Only the terms with the abnor-
mal-parity s-channel trajectories contribute to the s wave at threshold, and these terms must vanish
by cancellation or by the trajectory condition. For mA, scattering, the situation regarding normal and
abnormal parity is reversed.

We shall avoid the parity-doubling difficulty by simply excluding those terms which by themselves
contain parity-doubling consequences along the leading trajectories. This choice obviates the need for
detailed can&ellation of terms to ensure pure parity states at each pole. '

With the above considerations in mind, we keep the fewest terms necessary to produce maximum al-
lowed Regge behavior, observed low-lying resonances in every channel, and polynomial residues for
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particle poles. We take advantage of the experimentally unclear situation for the 7Tp system, particu-
larly in the A, mass region, ' to admit the presence of the two I= 0 trajectories which are required by
duality and absence of I= 2 resonances to be exchange degenerate with m and A, .'

Guided by the preceding remarks, and requiring the Regge behaviors t & ', t &~' ', t ~ ' ' for
large t with fixed s, and s &

' for large s with fixed t, '"we express D' as

„-p+ I'(l-n, (t))I'(2-a, (s)) F(l-n, )F(l-n, )
F(2-a, (t)-n, (s)) P-~»P F(2-n -n, )

+ n'g, '(-, st=, [s-(m-g)'][s —(m+ p)']]2 1 1 I"(2-n, )I'(1-n )
Q)P7t F(3-np-n )

(5)

where the s poles in the first two terms contain both l= 1 and I= 0 ingredients of the same spin. To de-
termine the coefficients we have required p-pole normalization in the t channel, v-pole normalization

in the s channel, and cancellation of the first two terms to satisfy the Adler consistency condition.

In the infinite p-momentum limit, the A-W relation for 77 p' scattering can be written in the trans-
verse p polarization case as

2
(6

0 /&0=0, v =0

Differentiating Eq. (5) and substituting into Eq. (6), we find that the derivative of the &u part in Eq. (5)

cancels the first term on the right-hand side of (6), and the theorem reads

2 = 4~+m'a'fpppf pm'

By referring to Eq. (3), we then obtain

fppp=fpwm

(7)

The A-W theorem for the longitudinal p polarization, which contains no reference to ~, leads to the

same results.
Before turning to the mA, case, we note that the residue at the pole a„(s)=2 in Eq. (5) yields g p,

'
=m~'gz, z,

' for the A~7t coupling. This agrees with results of several authors. "
For wA, scattering, we assume that the p trajectory dominates the s and t channels. For the ampli-

tude D' &, the p-dominated asymptotic Regge behaviors for large t and s are t p'~ 'and s p', re-
spectively. Allowing the possibility of s-wave A,p7t coupling, so that a p pole can appear in D in the s

channel, we write the minimal Veneziano form

,-~ + r(2 —n, (s))l (l-n, (t)) ~, , F(l-a, )I'(1—n, )
I"(2-n p(s) —n p(t)) I'(2-np(s)-n p(t)) ' (9)

where the first term has been normalized to the p Born amplitude in the t channel and the second to

the (pure s-wave) Born amplitude in s. The terms vanish individually at the Adler point s =u =mA', t
= p,

' due to the approximately satisfied condition 2 = n p(m~, ') + n p(p').
In the limit of infinite A, momentum, the A-W theorem is

0

Substitution of Eq. (9) into Eq. (10) provides the relation

2 = 2F,'[2(Gs")'(a ')'m+ 2n a'f~~ fp„]

(10)

Comparing Eq. (11) with Eqs. (7) and (3), we see that the universal value of f~~ (fp~~=fp„=fppp) follows

only if Gz =0. We now show that Gz = 0 is one of two solutions required by consistency between mini-

mal Veneziano representations for ~ 7T' 7T Ay and 71' Ay+ 7T Ay scattering.
The process 77 7T' -7l Ay has been thoroughly studied"" and yields the relation

1 A I. 2 A
afpww(Gs + 2mp GD ) =g ommg'A am' (12)
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When combined with the result g„,= ,'m—pfp,„obtained from wm analysis, ~ Eq. (12) can be written

(13)
A i 2 At"s +2m GL) =m gA„.

Now the p-dominated Regge behaviors for the ampli. tude C" ' are t p '~ and s p ' for large t and s,
respectively. One of the three independent pAA couplings leads to a t-channel p pole in the amplitude
C' ~ . We thus write the minimal Veneziano form for C' ' simply as

(G )' I (1—a, (t)) I'(1—o., (s))
2 r(1-np(t) —np(s))

(14)

where the coefficient is obtained from normalization to the p Born term in the s channel. By com-
pletely identifying the o.'p(s) = 1 pole in Eq. (14) with the v and p Born terms, we obtain the additional
relation

~p'g~. .'+ (Gs )'+ ~, 'Gs "Gz)" ,'(G-a )'m, '= 0

Combining Eqs. (13) and (15) we find

Gs (Gs +mp G~ ) =0.

The solution Gs =0 requires, with Eq. (11), that

(16)

fpAA fpwm ( fppp fplCK)s

the universal result. The solution Gs = -mp'G~ leads to a considerable shift of f&z from the fp„val-
ue if A, couples appreciably to pm.

We have presented evidence that the Veneziano representation appears to require universal p cou-
pling in order to satisfy the A-W low-energy theorem. The ambiguity that occurs in the pAA charge
coupling can only be removed by detailed study of the consequences of each solution to Eq. (16). Con-
struction of scattering amplitudes in addition to those considered here is necessary to pursue this
point. This goes beyond the scope of this note. We emphasize that the modest charge-algebra, soft-
pion extrapolation, and PCAC assumptions employed here with the Veneziano representation should
suffice to implement further study.
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There are several experiments involving photon interactions with nucleons or nuclei
which are in apparent disagreement with the usual predictions of the vector-meson-dom-
inance model. We present a tentative analysis of these experiments in terms of addition-
al mass dependences arising from the vector-meson amplitudes.

The field-current identity asserts' tions follow directly. In the present discussion,
we shall refer to this as "optimistic" VMD.

There are now various experiments (to be dis-
cussed in more detail below) which are in con-
flict with optimistic VMD. This conflict may be
resolved either by changing the structure of the
electromagnetic current (1) or by allowing for
a mass dependence in the vector-meson ampli-
tudes. It is logically impossible to distinguish
these two explanations experimentally without
additional theoretical input.

Some modifications of (1) lead to a universal
form factor and therefore affect all experiments
in the same way. Examples are k'-dependent
photon-meson couplings or additional terms pro-

According to (1) any amplitude involving real or
virtual photons is a linear combination of vector-
meson amplitudes each multiplied by a vector-
meson propagator. In the absence of an adequate
dynamical model, the simplifying assumption is
usually made that the only nontrivial dependence
on the photon mass k' arises from the propaga-
tors and not from the amplitude of the vector
meson. These two assumptions are usually re-
ferred to as the vector-meson-dominance (VMD)
model, and from them various practical applica-

em e 2 0 e &
e

= ——mp P„+—I ~„+ I~P„). (1)—
Jp


